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CIfA recognition also enables trainees to
access the Trainee CSCS card. Gordon
Jenkins, CSCS Director of Operations,
outlines recent changes to the CSCS
scheme, including the development of a
Professionally Qualified Person card for 
CIfA members.

Professional accreditation leads to greater
recognition of archaeologists’ skills, parity
with fellow professionals and increased
credibility with clients and the public. The
final piece in the jigsaw, therefore, is the
development of a Chartered Archaeologist
grade, which will be subject to further
consultation in 2018. Becoming a chartered
professional is the ultimate recognition of the
high level of technical and ethical
competence required of an archaeologist in
the 21st century. With the initiatives outlined
in this issue, it is clear we are making
significant progress on our pathway to
professionalism.
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This issue of TA focuses on professional
pathways and career routes into archaeology,
at a time when concerns about capacity 
and the unprecedented demand for
archaeologists are very much to the fore.
CIfA has been advocating for change in the
way the sector recruits and trains its
workforce for some time – change that is
essential to provide the skills the sector
needs and also to encourage greater
diversity amongst those seeking a career 
in historic environment practice.

To this end, we are supporting the
development of flexible career entry routes
designed to provide vocational skills and
underpin academic knowledge, which are
vital for a skilled, professional workforce.
Much of this work is undertaken in
collaboration with sector partners including
employers and educators, and we have
some excellent examples in the articles that
follow. Andrea Bradley celebrates ten years
of vocational training through the CIfA NVQ
Assessment Centre, Jenni Butterworth
reports on the Historic Environment
Trailblazer led by Historic England, and
Professor Kate Welham and Dr Vicki
Cummings consider a joint initiative between
UAUK and CIfA to accredit archaeology
degrees. 

One of the most positive changes in recent
years is a greater recognition by employers
of their role in training and skills
development, illustrated here by Zbigniew
Pozorski from Pre-Construct Archaeology.
Like a growing number of Registered
Organisations, PCA has developed an in-
house training programme that is formally
recognised by CIfA, ensuring that training is
aligned to professional standards and can
lead to professional recognition for the
trainees. Further information on the criteria
for recognition can be found at
http://www.archaeologists.net/careers/info-
for-employers. 
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Kate Geary MCIfA (1301), CIfA Head of Professional Development and Practice

Kate Geary
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Why charter?

EExploring the

desirability and

possibility of chartership

is a key element of CIfA’s

Strategic Plan supporting our

first strategic objective – to

increase understanding of the role of

archaeologists in society and improve

our status. On the advice of the Privy

Council Office, this has been taken

forward as a two-stage process, seeking

initially to charter the Institute itself and

then to develop individual chartered

status. The Institute was granted its

Charter in 2014 and we started the

process of consulting with members and

the sector on the development of a

proposal for awarding individual

chartered status in 2015 (for details, see

www.archaeologists.net/charter/

chartered_archaeologists)

Being able to confer Chartered Archaeologist status
means that archaeology will become a chartered
profession like architecture, engineering or surveying.
Recent research has highlighted the value of chartered
status, indicating that the public ranks Chartered number
one in terms of confidence in professionalism, over other
designations like Fellowship and degree.1 As such, we
believe it will

• give archaeologists parity with other chartered
professionals

• promote greater recognition of archaeologists’
professional skills and accreditation

• build our credibility as a 21st-century profession

• attract new people into the profession by promoting
career pathways

Chartered 
Archaeologist 
the next step 
for the 
Institute?

1 The Stamp of Quality? The importance of being Chartered,

Paper in Professionalism 5, Chartered Insurance Institute

‘Chartered institutes have a high level of trust and

credibility. They are recognised as operating with

expertise, tried and tested systems and with

impartiality – promoting their profession and

members as a means of securing the public good.’

Peter Hinton, Chief Executive, CIfA
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The story so far …

The first stage of the process has been to research routes
to chartered status in other professions and to consider
initial advice from the Privy Council Office. Our research
has shown that, although professional bodies employ a
variety of means to assess and award chartered status,
most have the following aspects in common:

• assessment of a high level of technical competence,
demonstrated through relevant qualifications and/or
work experience 

• assessment of professional and ethical knowledge and
skills and their application to real-world situations 

• commitment to professional development throughout
the professional life-cycle 

Initial advice from the Privy Council Office indicated that 

• we need to develop a robust assessment process 

• chartered status should only applicable to practising
archaeologists

• assessment should be via combination of professional
review and CPD 

• the level of knowledge required should be pitched
relatively high (equivalent to Level 7 on the Regulated
Qualifications Framework, or a Master’s in academic
terms)

• there should be a process for the regular assessment
of CPD 

Based on the above, and following consultation with
members through a series of workshops, conference
sessions and online surveys, we have developed an
outline framework that has been benchmarked against
other professions but that also reflects the skills and
attributes that make archaeologists unique. This was
presented to the 2017 AGM, and will form the basis of
further consultation as we develop the detailed processes
that will support it. You can read the outline framework on
the Charter page of the CIfA website. The results of the
benchmarking are shown in the table on page 5.

One of the key issues we needed to consider is how a
new Chartered Archaeologist designation would fit with
the existing membership grade structure. A variety of
options were considered, including 

• a straight transfer of existing members to the new
Chartered Archaeologist grade (known as
grandparenting) 

• creation of an entirely new membership grade structure
with Chartered Archaeologist as the highest grade 

• replacing the Member grade with Chartered
Archaeologist, adding additional requirements and
transferring those Members not able or willing to meet
them to Associate grade

There are pros and cons with each option.
Grandparenting, while popular with some of our members,
was considered not to be appropriate by the majority. We
also felt that it was likely that this route wouldn’t comply
with the Privy Council Office’s advice. 

The option to abandon our existing membership structure
was attractive in that it would allow us to design a new
structure around the requirements for Chartership. The
downside was that it would also remove some important
links between our existing membership grades and, for
example, CSCS Professionally Qualified Persons cards 
or NVQs. 

Replacing our Member grade with Chartered
Archaeologist and adding in the additional requirements
to cover assessment of ethical competence and
professionalism via a professional review can still be
considered and would potentially give us a simpler, less
confusing structure. However, it would require those
Members not wishing to become chartered to transfer to
Associate grade, which could be unpopular. 

‘Becoming a chartered profession is the ultimate

recognition of the high level of technical and ethical

competence required of an archaeologist in the

21st-century.’

Kate Geary, Head of Professional Development 

and Practice, CIfA
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Next steps

Following on from a vote at the 2017 AGM to approve the
outline framework for further development, the next stage
is to develop, and consult on, detailed proposals for the
assessment of ethical competence. We also need to
consider what, if any, requirements for revalidation might
be appropriate. We will be seeking input to this process
from our Special Interest Groups to ensure that the
proposals take into account the diverse specialisms of 
our members, plus any equalities issues. As well as
talking to members, we will also discuss with our various
sector partners, including the national agencies, FAME
and ALGAO.

Chartered Chartered Chartered Chartered Chartered Chartered Chartered
Environmentalist Ecologist Surveyor Planner Landscape Project Archaeologist
(Society for the (CIEEM) (RICS) (RTPI)* Architect Professional (CIfA)
Environment) (Landscape (APM)

Institute)

Assessment method: technical competence

Submission of supporting ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

evidence/portfolio

Structured training programme ✔

Statement of experience ✔

Oral interview ✔

Written assessment ✔

Assessment method: ethical competence

Professional interview ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Completion of online module ✔

Statement of experience ✔

Professional development plan ✔

Monitoring of Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

CPD ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Reassessment/revalidation

Reassessment ✔ ?

* offer accredited degree and non-accredited degree routes which alter assessment criteria

This is a significant moment in the development of the
Chartered Institute and the development of the
profession. We want Chartered Archaeologist to be a
mark of quality and professionalism that is recognised by
clients, employers and the wider public, so we need
members to engage with the process by responding to
consultations and surveys and by sending us their
comments or questions, and to help us shape the future
direction of the profession and the Institute.
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Commercial archaeology has become relatively ruthless in the expectations

and demands it makes on archaeological teams, from the project manager to

the fieldworkers. It’s particularly difficult for new entrants to the profession,

be they graduates or those seeking a career change, who, through no fault

on their own, lack the basic skills in excavation, recording, interpretation, etc

and have little or no commercial experience. The absence of such skills

makes it much harder for them to find meaningful archaeological employment.

This also presents a problem for the contractor. The construction market is

relatively buoyant at present, and despite an influx of skilled archaeologists

from Europe there is still a shortage of field staff. One solution is for the

contracting organisation to provide professional, focused training themselves.

Every archaeological organisation provides
training for their own staff to some extent, to
improve performance and build up an
attractive portfolio. Although the process
usually leads to continuing employment and
grade- and pay-rises, it is often irregular and
does not provide a clear outcome or formal
recognition of achievement. Therefore, those
re-entering the market also stumble over the
obstacle of having no or very little proven
experience and skills.

To address the shortage of qualified field
staff, PCA has taken a decision to build a
training programme to provide graduates and
non-graduates with the skills to become
competent and recognised field
archaeologists. The scheme has been
designed in cooperation with CIfA and has
been officially approved as a CIfA-accredited
programme. Their patronage is not just a
rubber stamp; the programme follows their
requirements to link the training elements to
the National Occupational Standards, and
use of the scheme as a starting platform or
main goal for individual CPD to achieve
competence for the Practitioner grade of
membership. We believe all of these make
the training more attractive to the potential
participants. Not only do they learn specific
skills, but they can also see more formal
benefits in the outcomes of the programme.

We have paid particular attention to creating
the long-term perspective of professional
career development for our trainees, with the
aim of helping them to establish themselves
within the industry. The Personal
Development Plan created specifically for

each individual contains a clear schedule of
desired achievements reaching far beyond
the training programme. Once the training is
complete, individuals can work further
towards their PDP goals and the plan itself
can be (and should be) updated on a regular
basis to accommodate each person’s
progress.

From the very beginning of the course we
require (and encourage) the trainees to
actively maintain their CPD logs. This is part
of our commitment to the CIfA accreditation,
but is also an essential exercise if anyone

wants to monitor their training progress and
experience. It also comes in very handy on
becoming an accredited member of CIfA,
where you need at least 50 hours of CPD in
your log every two years.

The accredited training also provides another
very practical benefit. We all know how much
weight has been put on our shoulders by
changes to the CSCS scheme (see page 8).
Holding a valid CSCS card has long become
essential for everyone working on
construction sites. Withdrawal of the
Construction Related Occupation cards and
the introduction of new cards with
requirements to provide appropriate
certifications and the more advanced MAP
H&S test placed quite a strain on everyone.
However, individuals enrolled on a training
programme are entitled to the Trainee CSCS
card and the H&S test required is the easier
Operatives test. This is a big help, not only to
the employer but also to the trainee, who
may lack the relevant degree or professional
qualifications; the Trainee card therefore
enables them to work on site early in their
employment. This option should not be
ignored by any commercial archaeological
unit as it gives them an opportunity to widen
the pool of potential new employees.

TRAINING: OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVERYONE

Support from the supervision staff and more experienced colleagues is

essential but also beneficial to all parties. Credit: Pre-Construct Archaeology

Zbigniew Pozorski ACIfA (9424)
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There are some hurdles to overcome within
the training scheme, mainly in the logistics
area. Having regional offices with sites and
specialists scattered across a large part of
the country is a considerable challenge.
However, with the right approach and
logistical skills we have ensured that we can
support all trainees in their efforts to gain the
skills and confidence needed to become a
field archaeologist.

Training placements are offered depending
on volume of work, and at the moment this
looks quite optimistic. At the time of writing,
the first trainees enrolled on the scheme are

already on site, with their mentors 
and other support staff giving them a 
helping hand. They will receive broad 
H&S training, learn about relevant legislation,
standards and professional ethics, and learn
from specialists about finds, human remains,
environment, etc. They learn and improve
their excavation and recording skills on a
daily basis. We will be following their
progress, and in the next issue of The
Archaeologist we aim to present their stories
and reflections on the training, and share our
experiences of how the programme goals
are fulfilled and how this helps us to improve
the services we provide to our clients.

Urban sites may be complicated but at the same time they create a diverse environment for the

trainees where they can learn a wide range of skills. Credit: Pre-Construct Archaeology

Practical skills can be only taught effectively on site and there is no better

chance to do that than on a site with exceptionally interesting archaeology!

Credit: Pre-Construct Archaeology

Zbigniew Pozorski

Zbigniew is Assistant Project Manager for
Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd in London
and has worked in this part of the country for
the last ten years. He has previously worked
for many years in his native Poland and in
Ireland, where he developed an interest in
medieval and early post-medieval
urbanisation processes

To address the 

shortage of qualified 

field staff, PCA has taken a

decision to build a training

programme to provide graduates

and non-graduates with the 

skills to become competent 

and recognised field 

archaeologists.
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Following the

withdrawal of the

Construction Related

Occupation (CRO)

card, CSCS has been

working with CIfA and the wider

archaeology sector to look at developing 

a suitable alternative that meets the needs

of archaeologists. Having examined CIfA’s

competence assessment system, CSCS

are please to confirm that accredited CIfA

members will now be eligible for a CSCS

Professionally Qualified Person (PQP) card.

Although it is not a legislative requirement, most
contractors and major home builders require site workers
(including archaeologists) to hold a valid CSCS card as
proof of training and qualifications. Site managers check
the information on the card using a smartphone, tablet, or
PC, giving them reassurance that the cardholder is
qualified for the job they do on site.

CSCS Director of Operations Gordon Jenkins, who has
worked closely with CIfA, said

‘CSCS are pleased to be working with CIfA on

the development of the PQP card. This is

another great example of the industry working

together to achieve a fully trained and

qualified workforce based on the

requirements of the Construction Leadership

Council. CIfA is the leading professional body

representing archaeologists and it is their

rigorous Code of conduct and professional

development (CPD) schemes that really tie in

with the objectives of the CLC and CSCS.’

Gordon now answers a few questions on the CSCS
scheme and what the PQP card means for members.

Constructing a new pathway
for CIfA members

Most contractors and major home builders require site

workers (including archaeologists) to hold a valid CSCS card

as proof of training and qualifications. Credit: MOLA

A new pathway onto construction sites has
opened up for CIfA members. 
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What is a CSCS card?

A CSCS card provides proof that individuals working on
construction sites have the required training and
qualifications for the type of work they carry out.

The card keeps a record of the qualifications and training
held by the card holder, and confirms that the holder has
met the necessary health and safety requirements for
their occupation. 

By ensuring construction site workers hold the
appropriate qualifications for the job they do on site, the
CSCS card plays its part in improving safety, productivity
and standards on UK construction sites.

With over two million cards carrying the CSCS logo, CSCS
is the leading skills certification scheme within the UK
construction industry.

Why are archaeologists being affected by changes to
the CSCS card scheme?

Most archaeologists previously used the CRO card to
access construction sites. CSCS has now withdrawn this
card.

The withdrawal of the CRO card was first announced in
2015 and card holders should now be developing plans
to replace their cards before they expire. Card holders
who do not take the necessary steps to move off the
CRO card will find they will be unable to apply for another
CSCS card. 

What were the reasons for withdrawing the CRO card?

The construction industry has long desired a fully qualified
and professional workforce. The industry’s commitment to
a qualified workforce is underpinned by the Construction
Leadership Council (CLC) announcement in 2015 (via the
Industrial Strategy: Construction 2025) that skills
certification card schemes carrying the CSCS logo must
only certify those occupations with nationally recognised
construction-related qualifications, i.e. NVQs or approved
equivalents.

The CRO card was issued without the requirement to
achieve a nationally recognised construction-related
qualification and as such did not meet the requirements
of the CLC, so the withdrawal of the card is seen as a
practical step towards achieving the CLC’s requirements.

What is a PQP card?

The PQP card is a white CSCS card available to members
of certain professional bodies that assess the
competence of their members. CSCS has examined the
assessment systems of these professional bodies and
found them to be of a high standard.

The PQP card confirms that the cardholder is a member
of an approved professional body and therefore has
completed a thorough assessment of their competence.

Which CIfA members are eligible for a PQP card?

Practitioners, Associates and Members of CIfA are eligible
for PQP cards. Student members are eligible for the non-
renewable red Trainee card, which lasts for five years to
give student members enough time to progress their
membership.

Which level of CITB Health, Safety and Environment
test do I need to take to apply for the PQP card?

Normally applicants for the PQP card would be required
to take and pass the Managers and Professionals CITB
Health, Safety and Environment test. However, following
lengthy negotiations between CIfA, CITB and CSCS it was
agreed that due to nature of work that archaeologists
undertake on site, they would be required to undertake
the Operatives CITB Health, Safety and Environment test.  

How do you apply for a PQP card? 

Simply call CSCS on 0344 994 4777 and ask to apply for
a PQP card. You will need to provide proof of your CIfA
membership and to have passed the CITB Heath, Safety
and Environment Test for Operatives. Once we have
confirmed your membership with CIfA, we will send you
your new card by first-class post.

The PQP card confirms that the

cardholder is a member of an

approved professional body

Gordon Jenkins

Gordon has been involved with CSCS since its inception
in 1995 in various roles, becoming Scheme Manager in
2006 and Director of Operations in 2011. He is tasked
with overall responsibility for implementation of the
Scheme’s business strategy. His focus is on developing
the scheme to meet the needs of the industry. His job
sees him working with contractors and clients, trade
associations, professional institutions, unions and other
construction-related bodies to ensure that the Scheme
meets the needs of a continuously evolving construction
sector. He has recently completed a Master’s in Business
Administration.
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hrough the work of the
Historic Environment

Trailblazer, apprenticeships will
become more relevant to
employers in the sector. Many CIfA
members will have heard about a
new archaeological apprenticeship
currently being developed. This
new apprenticeship, along with
several other apprenticeships for
historic environment professions, 
is likely to be available from
September next year and will help
to address some significant skills
shortages and gaps in the sector. 

In recent years there have been radical
changes to the way apprenticeships are
designed and delivered.

In 2012 the Richards Review* highlighted the
value of apprenticeships, but called for a new
approach to developing quality
apprenticeships more focused on the needs
of employers. As a result, employers are now
at the heart of the process, and through
groups known as ‘Trailblazers’ they develop
‘standards’ or outlines for new
apprenticeships for approval by a non-
departmental public body called the Institute
for Apprenticeships (confusingly known as
IfA!). 

Driving this process is a government target of
achieving three million new apprenticeship
‘starts’ nationally by 2020, and two employer
incentives – large employers (with wage bills
over £3 million) pay an apprenticeship levy,
and there is a requirement that at least 2.3
per cent of the workforce in public sector
employers will have to be apprentices.

In 2015 a group of employers came
together to form the Historic Environment
Trailblazer, initially to look at developing
apprenticeships for archaeological
fieldwork roles. 

In the past few months, the Trailblazer has
expanded and been restructured to look at a
wider range of roles, and now Archaeology,

Conservation and Advisory working groups
exist and meet monthly. A steering group
oversees the panels and more than 50
private and public sector employers,
education institutions and professional
bodies are now involved in the Trailblazer,
including CIfA and many of its members.

Progress in the last few months has been
considerable, building on the foundations
laid since the Trailblazer began.

Two entry-level roles have been finalised and
are awaiting approval from the Institute. The
first is an Archaeological Technician (level 3)
role aimed at creating new site assistant
opportunities to meet current infrastructure
needs (apprentices completing this would be
eligible to apply for PCIfA status). Similarly, a
Conservation Technician (level 4) is designed
to provide a vocational route into the
Conservation profession. 

In addition to these two roles, the group is
actively working on a number of other
standards for investigative, technical and
advisory roles at a range of levels. The
Advisory group has recently been formed to
develop roles for Heritage Advice, such as
Historic Environment Officers, Conservation
or Listed Buildings Officers and Consultants.
The Conservation group has recently
submitted a proposal for a Conservator role
– this will be a level 7 degree apprenticeship.
Likewise, the Archaeology group has begun
work on a level 7 degree apprenticeship,
which it is hoped will address some of the
specialism shortages identified for the
profession, particularly in post-excavation
analysis. 

There is still a great deal to be done to
deliver the apprenticeships and ensure that
training providers and employers are ready
to recruit and train apprentices from
September 2018, when the first starts are
anticipated. 

However, the Trailblazer process offers new
avenues to train and maintain a skilled
workforce. Apprenticeships will offer an
important new route into heritage
professions, addressing personnel shortages
and improving social mobility and diversity in
the sector, making these roles more

accessible to a wider audience.
Apprenticeships can also help to support
career progression for existing staff through
up- or side-skilling opportunities, and help to
address specific skills gaps identified for the
historic environment through formal training.

Historic England has an obligation to support
the arts and cultural sector as set out in the
March 2016 Culture White Paper, and is
accordingly supporting the Trailblazer by
funding a Project Coordinator post until
September 2018 to facilitate meetings and
manage the documentation required by the
Institute for Apprenticeships, while the
Historic England Heritage Apprenticeships
Programme Manager chairs the group. 

Further information about the new
apprenticeships and the Trailblazer process
is available at https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/institute-for-apprenticeships

For more information about the Historic
Environment Trailblazer, to be kept up to
date on progress, or if you are interested in
participating in the Trailblazer, contact:
liz.long@historicengland.org.uk

*Apprenticeships are a devolved policy and
the scheme is administered separately in
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

APPRENTICESHIPS 
for the historic environment

Under the Enterprise Act the term

‘apprenticeship’ is now protected and

must be a formal job opportunity that

involves substantial training,

combining on-the-job training, formal

learning and paid employment. Each

new apprenticeship must provide 

20 per cent off-the-job and 80 per 

cent on-the-job training, and overall

comprise 30+ hours per week and 

last for 12 months or more.

Apprenticeships can be from Levels 

2 to 7 (GCSE to post-graduate), and

they offer employers the opportunity

to take on new staff or to up-skill

existing staff.

T
Jenni Butterworth, Historic Environment Trailblazer Project Coordinator
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Jenni Butterworth

Jenni gained a PhD in Landscape Archaeology from the
University of Bristol, subsequently working in broadcast
television. Since 2013, she has worked as a consultant in
the heritage and publishing sectors. She is one third of
Drakon Heritage and Conservation, a partnership providing
a range of conservation, research and project management
services to heritage organisations, private individuals and
development-funded projects across the UK.

Archaeologists

surveying at the Ashby

de la Zouch Castle

excavations. Credit:

Historic England

Archaeologists at the Ashby 

de la Zouch Castle excavations.

Credit: Historic England

Excavation trench 

at Stonehenge. 

Credit: Historic England

Archaeological survey at Chiswick House. Credit: Historic England
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Undertaking an accredited undergraduate or

Master’s degree is a well-established career

entry route in many sectors including

engineering, planning and architecture, and is

widely recognised as the first step on a career

pathway leading to professional status. In the

UK, professional accreditation is normally

provided by the lead professional body within

the discipline – for example, the Institute for

Historic Building Conservation (IHBC), the

Chartered Society of Forensic Sciences

(CSFS), the Royal Institute of British Architects

or the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Professional accreditation works alongside the role of the
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA). The QAA recognises
professional, statutory and regulatory bodies (PSRBs), and
works in collaboration with them ‘to share information and
experience, with a view to rationalising regulation’.1 The
QAA runs the PSRB Forum to share good practice, and is
aimed at those involved in the accreditation of higher
education programmes and the maintenance of academic
and professional standards. For UK universities,
accreditation information is provided as part of the
Unistats Key Information Sets (KIS) data.  

Inclusion of PSRB accreditation in the KIS is subject to a
range of assessment criteria. The emphasis is on the
benefit to the student, and accreditation must meet one of
the following conditions:

1 Graduates are able to practise as a professional in a
specific field (for example, they receive a licence to
practise that is required by law), or completion of the
accredited programme allows them to apply to
practise 

2 Graduates are granted chartered status or the
completion of the accredited course forms part of a
recognised pathway to professional recognition 

3 Graduates are granted exemption from all or some
professional exams 

4 Graduates are eligible for entry to membership of a
professional association or learned society 

5 The programme has been assessed as meeting
externally designated standards and quality thresholds
that are recognised by the sector’s industry and
employers 

1 http://www.qaa.ac.uk/partners/professional-bodies

Accrediting degree courses 
in archaeology Professor Kate Welham, Dr Vicki

Cummings MCIfA (7591), UAUK and 
Kate Geary MCIfA (1301), CIfA

UCLan and

Bangor University

students

fieldwalking in

Kintyre. Credit:

Vicki Cummings

Archaeology students from UCLan and Manchester University working at GARN Turne, Pembrokeshire. Credit: Adam Stanford

‘Being able to offer accredited degrees would mean a stronger, clearer offer to
those students aspiring to work in the historic environment sector ...’
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There is also a requirement for a clear process of review
that includes an assessment conducted by experts in the
field, and panels may include both academics and
professionals. A formal decision-making process and
regular monitoring of accredited courses is also required.

University Archaeology UK (UAUK) is the body
representing departments of archaeology in UK
universities and has been working with CIfA since 2014 
to develop a mechanism for the accreditation of
archaeology degrees. UAUK believes the move offers a
very positive opportunity to develop further strategic
connections between the professional and higher
education communities against the backdrop of an
increasing ‘demand’ amongst university applicants and
their influencers to seek out degrees with perceived
professional/specific career links. Being able to offer
accredited degrees would mean a stronger, clearer offer
to those students aspiring to work in the historic
environment sector as well as improving the perception 
of archaeology as a profession to applicants, both
internally within the university sector and externally with
allied professions. 

A key concern for CIfA is to ensure that the sector has
access to sufficient skilled, accredited professionals to
meet the demand for historic environment services. To
this end, CIfA is keen to see the development of a range
of flexible entry routes into the profession, which not only
provide the skills the sector needs, but also encourage a
greater diversity amongst those entering the profession.
In this regard, CIfA wants to ensure that academic study is
providing appropriate skills that are relevant to a career in
the historic environment sector, and that students have
the opportunity and are encouraged to achieve
professional accreditation of those skills at the
appropriate level.

The proposed accreditation process is based on mapping
learning outcomes to National Occupational Standards
(NOS), aligned to the requirements for CIfA Practitioner
grade and focused on the delivery of vocational skills and
competence (as opposed to academic knowledge and
understanding). Accreditation would be for a five-year
period, with any substantial changes to the programme
being reported within that period. The proposal is for
assessment to be undertaken by a joint panel of UAUK
and CIfA members, administered by CIfA. 

Dr Vicki Cummings

Vicki is a Reader in Archaeology at the University of
Central Lancashire, where she has worked since 2004.
Within the archaeology group she is the research lead as
well as Research Degrees Tutor. She specialises in the
Mesolithic and Neolithic of Britain and Ireland, with a
particular focus on the transition period, monuments and
landscape.

Professor Kate Welham

Kate is Professor of Archaeological Sciences and Head of
Research in the Department of Archaeology,
Anthropology and Forensic Sciences at Bournemouth
University. Kate is the current Chair of University
Archaeology UK (UAUK), the subject association that
represents 34 archaeology departments across the UK
and comprises around 450 academic staff in total.

UCLan and UHI students

excavating 19th-century whales at

Cata Sand, Orkney. Credit: Vicki

Cummings/Jane Downes

‘A key concern for
CIfA is to ensure that
the sector has
access to sufficient
skilled, accredited
professionals to
meet the demand for
historic environment
services.’
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10 years of the NVQ in Archaeological Practice

NVQ holder: Josh Frost 
Senior Community Archaeologist for schools,
MOLA

In 2015 I left my job as a primary school
teacher to explore new career options. The
NVQ-based training programme at MOLA
appealed to me because it offered me a
chance to develop my skills within a
professional environment. I learned key
archaeological skills such as planning,
section drawing, filling out context sheets
and taking levels, and was able to put these
into practice under expert supervision on
MOLA’s commercial sites. The combination of
in-house training with getting out and
working in the field gave me confidence, and
the tools to communicate archaeological
skills to volunteers on the Thames Discovery
Programme. 

Assessor: Rachel Edwards MCIfA (834)
Consultant to Worcestershire Archive and
Archaeology Service (WAAS)

For my candidates at WAAS the NVQ
provides the structure for a nine-month
programme, qualifying trainees for posts as
archaeologists with the organisation on
completion. All seven past trainees are still

The NVQ was meant to broaden the sector’s
capacity by providing an alternative
qualification for those without a degree. It
was developed for ambitious school leavers,
for career changers, and for those with
specialist skills acquired on the job but no
formal qualification to show employers. It also
offered a means for graduates and
postgraduates to distinguish their CVs in a
crowded job market during the recession.

Over ten years we have learned that the
NVQ isn’t for everyone – it depends what
skills you want to accredit and where you
want to be employed in the future for it to
have value. So, has the qualification done its
job? We asked employers in commercial
practice, some of our NVQ Assessors and
previous candidates what they think. 

employed there. The NVQ structure has
created a wider-ranging training programme
than would have been offered otherwise.
While the pressure of work has made this
challenging on occasions, the programme
gives trainees experience in research, as
well as both intrusive and non-intrusive site
experience and an understanding of the
context and organisation of site work.

Rachel Edwards,

NVQ Assessor, 

with trainees at

Worcestershire

Archive and

Archaeology 

Service, 2017. 

© Worcestershire

Archive and

Archaeology Service

Josh Frost, NVQ holder and Senior Community

Archaeologist for schools, MOLA. © MOLA

Andrew Burn, 

now Associate

Archaeologist with

SLR Consulting,

pictured in 2008 

as a trainee with

English Heritage for

his NVQ portfolio. 

© Andrew Burn

Since 2008, the Level 3 NVQ in Archaeological
Practice has set the bar for skills and knowledge
required at entry level to the profession against a
nationally recognised framework of competence –
the National Occupational Standards.

Edited by Andrea Bradley MCIfA (1795), with contributions
by Andrew Burn MCIfA (5184) and Chris Cox MCIfA (947)
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NVQ holder: Nina O’Hare PCIfA (8520)
Archaeologist, WAAS

The strength of the NVQ is that it requires
you to develop a range of experience in all
aspects of practice, not just fieldwork. During
my traineeship I participated in building
recording, a museum archive transfer and
attended the CIfA conference. I also wrote an
evaluation report and had a go at some GIS
work. All of this helped me understand the
planning context and what happens once off-
site in the office, museum and HER. As a
result, when I temporarily became restricted
to the office for health reasons, I was able to
help with other tasks including report writing.
Since August I have moved into a part-time
outreach post, and continue to write
commercial reports as well, a transition that
would have been difficult without the NVQ.

Assessor/employer: Edmund Lee
MCIfA (934)
Knowledge Transfer Manager, Historic
England

To achieve the ‘A1 certificate in Assessing
Learners’, I had to gather a portfolio of
evidence against a list of requirements, like
you do for the NVQ itself. My A1 remains my
only nationally recognised qualification since
leaving university, and, along with my driving
licence, is the clearest evidence I have of
transferable skills and competencies from a
30-year career in archaeology. (At the time of
writing I see there are 52 jobs paying
£40,000+ requiring an A1 certificate on a
popular jobs website). Like my A1, the NVQ
not only has value in the historic environment
sector, but also in the wider world, giving
people a recognised way out of archaeology
and into another field if that’s the way they
choose to go.

Employer: Robin Jackson ACIfA (747)
Senior Archaeological Project Manager,
WAAS

The WAAS award-winning Training
Programme for Field Archaeologists was
developed in 2014 to help recruit field staff.
By offering a properly waged and structured
training programme with external validation
and a nationally recognised and readily
transferable qualification, we distinguished
our offer from other employers – and were
inundated with high quality applications in
our first round of recruitment. We employ all
seven ex-trainees; one is now in our
outreach team and another has been

NVQ holder: Rob Hedge PCIfA (8441)
Finds Specialist and Public Archaeologist,
WAAS

I confess: I was sceptical. I began my NVQ in
2012, on joining WAAS as part of the CBA
Community Archaeology Bursaries Project.
Many fellow CBA trainees were recent
graduates or came from other professions
such as teaching or museum studies. I came
from commercial archaeology, I had a
degree, I’d worked in archaeology for years.
At first glance, I couldn’t see what the NVQ
could offer me that I didn’t already have. But
once I got it — thanks to my assessor’s
patience and diligence — it was brilliant for
structuring my development as a public
service archaeologist. The reflexive approach
compelled me to document my progress and
address my shortcomings. And, once the
NVQ was complete, I was able to dust off
and finally submit my long-dormant CIfA
application form.

promoted on a fast track to Supervisor. Our
recruitment issues have been solved and we
now have a staff with a flexible skill set and
professional perspective, invaluable for our
relatively small organisation where agility is
often needed. 

Rob Hedge, NVQ holder, now Finds Specialist

and Public Archaeologist at Worcestershire

Archive and Archaeology Service. 

© Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology

Service

Robin Jackson, employer and NVQ supporter,

receiving the Archaeology Training Forum

Award for the Worcestershire Archive and

Archaeology Training Programme for Field

Archaeologist 2017. Also pictured, Natasha

Powers of Allen Archaeology. © Worcestershire

Archive and Archaeology Service

Ed Lee, NVQ Assessor and Knowledge Transfer

Manager, Research Group, Historic England. 

© Edmund Lee
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Assessor/employer: Sadie Watson
MCIfA (5532)
Project Officer, MOLA

In 2015 MOLA took ten trainees into an NVQ-
based training programme. Basic fieldwork
training was conducted in a public park
(kindly supported by Tower Hamlets Council),
allowing trainees to learn the fundamentals of
excavation and recording. In January 2016 I
was working on a major excavation on the
London waterfront and the majority of the
candidates then joined me and the MOLA
team on site. Working closely with the
candidates and having them together made
assessing straightforward. Several of the
successful trainees are now employed in
various roles within the company. The
combination of expert-led and classroom-
based learning, as well as the requirement
for focused mentoring, are what makes the
NVQ work so well.

NVQ holder: Johanna Roethe
Architectural Investigator, Historic England

I completed the NVQ while training with
English Heritage’s Architectural Investigation
team. It helped to structure the activities in
my training programme, formalising my
learning and providing me with a tangible
outcome and sense of achievement at the
end of the year. If I could change one thing it
would be the title: ‘Archaeological practice’
doesn’t reflect the breadth of the
qualification, and might be off-putting for
those who still think in terms of a dichotomy
between archaeology and architectural
history. I personalised my NVQ, using
buildings-related projects and transferable
skills to fulfil the requirements. 

NVQ holder: Jacob Scott PCIfA (8928)
Director Heritage4D and Director of the
Research Guild at Rochester Cathedral

Since completing my NVQ in 2015, I have
helped to produce over 30 standing building
reports, submitted my first peer-reviewed
article to Archaeologia Cantiana and
presented my work at the University of Kent.
While still full time at the cathedral, I am also
in the last year of my distance learning BA at
Leicester, a course I started on the back of

finishing my NVQ portfolio, and will go on to
a Master’s. I’m continuing to direct
Heritage4D Ltd and have presented my work
recently at UCL. I took the fast-track option to
get PCIfA accreditation a year ago and am
currently pulling together my application for
Associate membership.

Jacob Scott, NVQ holder and Director at

Heritage4D and events team member at

Rochester Cathedral. © Joseph Miller

Johanna Roethe (right) with colleague Joanna Smith of Historic England undertaking

historic area assessment of central Peckham in 2008. © Historic England, photograph:

Derek Kendall

Sadie Watson, NVQ assessor and Project

Officer at MOLA. © MOLA
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An introduction to professional ethics
Gerry Wait MCIfA 

This practice paper is a starting point to help archaeologists develop awareness of ethical issues in the profession.
It examines what ethics are and what comprises ethical behaviours, and then, using specific case studies relevant
to archaeology, sets out a series of questions and discussion as to how these issues could be addressed. The
case studies cover topics such as gifts and hospitality, equality and diversity, conflicts of interest, and archaeology.

New professional practice papers 
for CIfA members

An introduction to drawing archaeological pottery
Lesley Collett MCIfA

Originally published in 2012, this updated paper reflects the advances in digital 
and computer technology, and describes how traditional methods of producing pottery drawings can be
integrated with and enhanced by digital technology.

Aimed at the beginner, especially students, community groups and others who are new to the practice, it attempts
to give a step-by-step guide to the arcane skill of producing pottery drawings, with a general introduction to most
of the different types of material which might be encountered, and different approaches to the treatment of
texture, decoration and complexities such as handles. It also includes guidance on bringing drawings into
publication graphics packages such as Adobe Illustrator, and outputting for final publication.

Updated guidelines to the standards for recording human remains
Piers Mitchell and Megan Brickley

This BABAO guidance, produced as part of the Professional Practice Paper series, is primarily targeted towards
the needs of osteoarchaeologists in Britain, but is also of use to those excavating and analysing human skeletal
remains across the world.

There have been advances in research methodology and changes in ideas since the original practice paper was
published in 2004, and this update is a refresher on all that is cutting edge in the field. It also includes an
additional chapter on the topic of sampling human burials for the eggs of parasitic worms that caused
gastrointestinal infection when the individual was alive.

Feedback: We’d welcome your feedback on these new practice papers, or on any of the others in the Professional Practice Paper series.
Are there other practice papers you would like us to produce, or would you be interested in being involved in writing new guidance for CIfA
members? Please get in touch by emailing alex.llewellyn@archaeologists.net

Image credit: Adam Stanford/

Aerial Cam

Image credit: Lesley Collett

Image credit: Cambridge Archaeological Unit 

In 2017 we released three new publications from our Professional Practice Paper
series. One is a completely new paper developed by a working party of the
Advisory Council and the other two are updates of previous IfA practice papers.

Professional Practice Papers offer in-depth guidance on specific areas to support
CIfA’s Code of conduct and Standards and guidance. All practice papers are free 
of charge to CIfA members. PDF versions are available on the website at
www.archaeologists.net/members/downloadpapers and for printed copies please 
contact admin@archaeologists.net.

‘Having 

guidelines that specify 

what should be included 

in a skeletal report helps 

to ensure that sufficient time 

and funding are allocated by 

clients engaging the 

services of a commercial 

archaeological 

service.’
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ll Registered Organisations and accredited members 

of CIfA have signed up to adhere to our Code of conduct

and to carry out work in accordance with the regulations 

and Standards and guidance, and are accountable for their

actions. Enquiries into a member’s actions or formal

allegations of misconduct can be lodged with CIfA and we

will investigate.

Between February 2016, when we last reported in The Archaeologist, and
December 2017 the Institute has received 

• six formal allegations against individual members of CIfA

• five formal complaints against Registered Organisations

• fifteen non-formal enquiries or pieces of correspondence

A total of 186 hours of staff time was invested in dealing with complaints, a total
cost of £6,499. Fees from our legal advisors who assist with potential allegations of
misconduct that go forward for further investigation after initial assessment
amounted to £28,436.

In accordance with our regulations, a review of our systems for dealing with
allegations and complaints was carried out by Rosslyn Stuart, Director of 
Professional Standards and Development at RTPI, in September 2017. Rosslyn
reviewed four cases against individual members that had been completed since
December 2015 when the last review was carried out. She found that both
complainants and respondents have been fairly treated, but in the interests of
improvement recommended that CIfA

• streamline procedures, thereby reducing the resource demand on staff and
members and enhancing responsiveness to complainants and respondents 

• review effectiveness of existing Terms of Reference and Scheme of Delegation
and amend if necessary to enable the recommendation above

• improve records management to support best practice in process and
procedures 

• reframe and refocus correspondence to explain not only process but purpose
and value of the Code and Regulations 

• develop new guidance that assists the complainant to better marshal and focus
their evidence

The recommendations have been reported to the Board
of Directors and will be implemented in the handling of
future allegations.

A review of the systems for complaints against Registered
Organisations will be carried out next.

BAJR Guide – Respect: acting against
harassment in archaeology

CIfA welcomes the publication of the latest BAJR guide,
Respect: acting against harassment in archaeology. The
guide is primarily aimed at field archaeologists, whether
they be volunteers, students, or those employed within
the commercial sector and the organisations who run
excavations. It provides an initial point of reference and is
designed primarily to signpost services and create
procedures to prevent cases of bullying and harassment,
including sexual harassment.

We would encourage members to be aware of this
guidance and the routes open to individuals who feel
they have been subject to any form of harassment.

In addition, our professional conduct procedure exists to
raise allegations against accredited members of CIfA who
may have breached the Code of conduct in relation to
their professional and ethical behaviour in relation to the
study and care of the historic environment. This can also
relate to professional conduct in relation to employees,
colleagues and helpers. A professional conduct allegation
may not be the most effective way of achieving resolution
in the event of
perceived harassment,
and where there is any
anticipated or actual civil
or criminal proceeding it
would take precedence
over our own conduct
procedures. We would,
in the first instance,
encourage anyone who
thinks they have been
subject to harassment to
seek support from the
organisations identified
in this BAJR guide.

ANNUAL REVIEW OF ALLEGATIONS OF
MISCONDUCT MADE AGAINST MEMBERS
Alex Llewellyn MCIfA (4753), Head of Governance and Finance

A
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Launched in 2010, The Historic

Environment: Policy and Practice

was an ambitious step by CIfA

intended to capture the wide

diversity of the historic

environment and to reflect the

complexities and variety of

heritage at home and around the

globe. In a challenging

environment of political change

and heritage under constant

pressure, the journal, through the

editorship of Roger White, has

covered a wide spectrum of

heritage issues and has

developed as a forum for debate,

communication and dialogue. 

The journal has helped situate the work of
members of the now Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists firmly within the context of
national and international practice. A swift
survey of the range and scope of the journal
over the past few years reveals the extent of
the Institute’s reach though the media of
academic publishing. Articles on places as
disparate as Liverpool, the Trent Valley,
Ecuador, Turkey, Lincolnshire, Austria, the
Severn–Wye Valley, Sweden, London, Spain
and Romania, and subjects as varied as
conservation and communities, archives and
research, urban conservation, World
Heritage, indigenous interest, authenticity,
energy conservation, salterns and setting
confirm the importance of heritage in national
and world affairs.

The New Year promises to continue the
range of important papers, with subjects
including a review of Historic England’s
changing role following years of funding
reduction and the effects of Brexit. Papers
are also in preparation looking at the urban
heritage in Iran and reflecting on the adaptive
strategies in the recent UNESCO
Recommendation on the Historic Urban
Landscape (HUL). 

This short note, therefore, is both a call for
papers from members of the Institute, to
continue the exemplary record of publication
to date, and to introduce the new editor. Mike
Dawson, Director at CgMs and former Chair
of the Institute, who took over from Roger in
the New Year.

If you have an essay or case study, article or
survey, book review or key assessment with
implications for policy, please contact Mike at
editorHEPP@archaeologists.net

We would also like to take this opportunity to
express our thanks to Roger White for the
huge amount of time and effort he has put
into selecting and editing content for the
journal since its first release in 2010.

Changing places: new editor appointed for
The Historic Environment: Policy and Practice

Mike Dawson MCIfA (20)



   

The 2011 Southport Report,

Realising the benefits of

planning-led investigation in the

historic environment: a

framework for delivery made

recommendations that CIfA (then

IfA) revise its Standards and

guidance to advise that written

schemes of investigation (WSIs)

should include explicit

statements on public benefit,

dissemination and community

participation, research and the

expertise of the project team and

on archive creation, care and

deposition. It also recommended

that guidance on the scope of

WSIs be revised to create a more

standardised bidding document

and promote the weighting of

quality criteria in the

procurement process. 

CIfA responded to the recommendations
and, in 2014, revised guidance was produced
following discussions with key sector
stakeholders including FAME and ALGAO.
The guidance was incorporated into the CIfA
Standards and guidance for field evaluation,
for excavation and for watching briefs and
has been in operation for nearly three years. 

REALISING THE

BENEFITS 

OF PLANNING–LED

INVESTIGATION 

IN THE HISTORIC

ENVIRONMENT:

A FRAMEWORK FOR

DELIVERY

A report by the Southport Group
July 2011

Spotlight on… CIfA guidance on written schemes of 
investigation

20 The Archaeologist

Southport Report released in July 2011
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A series of workshops were held in 
England in 2016 to help members to
understand and comply with the new
guidance, and examination of WSIs has 
been a focus of the Registered Organisations
inspection process in 2017. Supported by
Historic England and ALGAO, they were
designed to link the new guidance directly
with the emphasis on public benefit
articulated in planning policy and guidance.
Further workshops are planned in Scotland
and Wales in 2018.

So what does the guidance say?

The revised paragraphs on Briefs,
specifications and WSIs1 recognised that
different terminology might be used in
different circumstances but referred to a
document which 

set out the proposed scheme of

investigation in sufficient detail to satisfy

the planning archaeologist or monitor

that it is an appropriate response to the

brief and that works will be appropriate

and proportionate to the known/

potential remains and the level of impact.

It should also contain sufficient detail to

provide a benchmark against which the

results of the work may be measured and

must be agreed by all relevant parties

before work can commence.

The guidance goes on to advise that a WSI
should

• be prepared and implemented by suitably
accredited and competent persons, using
specialist advice where necessary

• specify how the project team meets CIfA
standards. It should set out how individual
and corporate competences will be
maintained and enhanced through training
and CPD built into the project where
appropriate

• set out the research objectives of the
project. It should include where
appropriate and possible explicit reference
to existing research frameworks, and draw
upon advice from appropriate specialists
from within the proposed project team to
ensure that the investigation will
appropriately address national, regional
and local objectives

• be suited to the project under
consideration; any methods advocated
should reflect the nature of archaeological
remains likely to be found and should not
become inflexible irrespective of site
conditions or context. Standard templates
should therefore be used with care

• identify relevant data standards for record
organisation and content that will be used
in information recording systems employed
by the project

• set out how public benefits may be
achieved by means of engagement,
participation and/or dissemination of the
results both during and after the project, 
as appropriate to the scale, nature and
circumstances of the work. Health and
safety issues, public liability and
commercial confidentiality, while 
important considerations, should not be
used as a barrier to public engagement
without clear justification for doing so

• set out where and how it is proposed 
that the answers to the project’s 
research questions will be disseminated 
to both professionals and to the general
public, during and after implementation. 
In addition to conventional publication,
innovative forms of public engagement
should be considered

• make suitable provision for archive
deposition, and include an appropriate
retention and disposal policy for digital,
photographic and paper archival 
materials, as well as artefacts and 
ecofacts

• make clear that the proposed project 
team has access to appropriate specialists
to assess the archive’s significance

CIfA Standards and guidance 

• Define good practice, expanding and
explaining general definitions in the
Code of conduct

• Define a required outcome: the
Standard

• Advise on how the outcome may be
reached: the guidance

• Are formulated by the sector, based
on current understanding of good
practice

• Are used when commissioning or
designing archaeological work in order
to define measureable quality
standards

• Are not optional: compliance with the
Standard is a professional obligation
for CIfA members and Registered
Organisations

1 See, for example, section 3.2 in the Standard

and guidance for excavation

To ensure best practice and disseminate information an Oxford Archaeology Project Officer on the

Bexhill to Hastings Link Road Scheme discusses methodological approaches and the latest

discoveries with a group of visiting prehistoric/flint specialists from other professional organisations.

Credit: Oxford Archaeology

The recommendations of the Southport Report and subsequent revision of

CIfA guidance recognised the instrumental role of the WSI in determining

the standard and quality of any archaeological investigation.
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Place Services are very pleased 
to be awarded ‘Registered
Organisation’ status, which

provides us with an audited and
recognised accreditation we can

confidently present to our clients.

Place Services is perhaps not typical of the
type of organisation that would apply for
registration but, being at the forefront of
historic environment service provision to the
public sector, we consider our membership
an important message; that we promote
good practice, work within CIfA’s Code of
conduct and sustain a well-trained,
professional workforce.

Who are Place Services and 
what do we do? 

Place Services is a multi-disciplinary
consultancy within Essex County Council,
comprising three teams – Historic
Environment, Natural Environment and Built
Environment. We combine our public-sector
know-how with a pragmatic, commercial
approach and in doing so partner over 30
local authorities within the east of England,
London and the South East, supporting them
to deliver their role in sustainable
development. 

The main core of our historic environment
work is the provision of specialist advice to
local planning authorities, including
archaeological advice to the majority of
authorities in Essex. We also provide historic
buildings advice to councils in Essex,
Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
London. Through our services, we help to
ensure local planning authorities, property
owners and developers effectively meet their
responsibilities to the historic environment
under legislation, national planning guidance
and local planning policy.

In addition to specialist planning advice we
also undertake historic environment research
and conservation projects for a range of
public sector clients, including Historic
England, and charities such as the National
Trust. Another important facet of our work is
the enhancement of our clients’ HER data,
including curation of the Essex HER, which is
a valuable resource used by our team to
inform strategic plan making and development
management. The data also feeds into
developers’ archaeological desk-based
assessments and heritage statements. The
Essex HER contains more than 38,000 records
from the earliest occupation of the area

Place Services 
Tim Murphy MCIfA (5780) IHBC, Historic Environment Manager

THE
FORESTS
OF 
ESSEX

CONFERENCE

www.placeservices.co.uk/courses
traditional.buildingskills@essex.gov.uk
03330 132 738
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Registered Organisation news

Cressing Temple Barns 

in Braintree, Essex. 

Credit: Place Services

Place Services

conference information
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through to the Cold War, and is made available
to researchers, including university students
and academics. HER data can be obtained
by contacting enquiries@placeservices.co.uk. 

For over 25 years Essex County Council has
delivered a well-regarded syllabus of
traditional buildings skills, conservation
courses and lectures as part of an annual
educational programme that is managed by
our team. The courses are designed to give
historic environment practitioners,
contractors, and owners and managers of
historic buildings and sites the opportunity to
increase their knowledge and skills in the
assessment, conservation management and
repair of historic buildings and the wider
historic environment. 

All our courses and lectures are delivered by
leading craftsmen and experts in their
specialist fields, and are important in helping
to address recognised skill shortages. Ideally
we aim to provide training that also
contributes towards the repair, recording or
enhanced understanding of the historic
buildings, archaeological sites and historic
landscapes we work with. Next year’s
syllabus will see our most diverse
programme yet, and we are keen to work
with CIfA to promote best practice and CPD.
We run many of our lectures from Cressing
Temple Barns in Braintree, Essex, with
practical courses held on historic sites that
require attention. In the last year these have
included Stock Windmill in Essex and the
magnificent Hatfield House in Hertfordshire.

In addition to our syllabus of courses we also
aim to promote the historic environment
through an annual conference. Our 2018
conference pertains to the Forests of Essex
and is being held in memory of Oliver
Rackham. It will explore the cultural and
natural heritage of the forests, and issues
surrounding the understanding and future
management of trees, woods, forests, and
woodland archaeology, reflecting our
integrated approach towards management of
the historic environment. Further information
about our courses and conferences can be
found at https://www.placeservices.co.uk/
courses/

Place Services represents a unique and
successful model for the delivery of local
authority historic environment services. In the
face of ongoing financial constraints and
skills shortages, local planning authorities can
benefit from the economies of scale offered
by our long-established pool of excellence.
Going forward we aspire to continue to
promote good practice and to deliver a
diverse range of historic environment training
and CPD. RO status will be our ‘kite mark’ for
excellence within our team, the quality of the
work we do, and the good practice we
promote.

Tim Murphy

With a background in both the private and
public sectors, Tim has extensive experience
working as an archaeologist and historic
building consultant throughout the United
Kingdom and Ireland. Tim has been involved
in a diversity of projects and these have
often concerned informing the management
of change to the historic environment, or
enabling sustainable and viable reuses of
heritage assets. Tim is also committee Chair
of CIfA’s Buildings Archaeology Group.

Place Services team photo. Credit: Place Services

An Introduction to

Traditional Brickwork

Repairs for Beginners:

Stock Windmill. Credit:

Place Services
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The previous issue of The Archaeologist highlighted the requirements of
managing heritage on Ministry of Defence land. Now meet the team responsible
for performing these tasks! Any enquires on MOD estate matters should be
addressed to them.

Richard Osgood MCIfA (2722)
(richard.osgood273@mod.uk) 

Richard leads the archaeology team and has
Salisbury Plain and Northern Ireland as his
bailiwick, also working on the government
targets of minimising the Department’s
holdings of Heritage At Risk. He directs Op
Nightingale – using archaeology as a
recovery aid for service personnel. MOD
work also resulted in the opportunity of
dodging snakes and tarantulas in Belize
amongst Mayan temples.

Chris Daniell MCIfA (4951) AIHBC
(chris.daniell114@mod.uk)

Chris leads the historic buildings team and
advises on all listed buildings, built
scheduled monuments and registered parks
and gardens across the whole of the MOD
estate. The sites range from RAF and naval
bases to army barracks and training areas.
He also liaises with the statutory bodies
regarding new designations and complex
assessments involving the disposal of large
MOD sites.

The MOD heritage team

Richard Osgood

Chris Daniell
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Guy Salkeld ACIfA (4694)
(guy.salkeld100@mod.uk)

Guy joined the MOD from the National Trust
and his portfolio includes the Welsh estates
and southern Britain – from Cornwall over to
the American bases in East Anglia. He leads
on the Protection of Military Remains Act
(including crash sites) for the team. Guy also
works on sites in Kenya and Gibraltar.

Phil Abramson MCIfA (4656)
(Phil.Abramson789@mod.gov.uk)

Phil covers the north of England and
Scotland and provides heritage advice to
colleagues in Cyprus. He co-ordinates
Intergrated Rural Management Plans for
northern training areas, with complex sites
like Otterburn, which includes Dere Street,
earthwork defences of a Roman fort, two
fortlets, two marching camps and an
engraved image of the native war god
Cocidius!

Alex Sotheran ACIfA (9009)
(Alexander.Sotheran100@mod.gov.uk)

Prior to joining the MOD, Alex worked in
commercial and community archaeology. He
covers northern Britain, utilising his
knowledge of British and military
archaeology. One of his important role
requirements is the condition monitoring of
Scheduled Monuments on the estate and
assuring commercial assessments. He liaises
closely with ecology and forestry team
members, as many areas with heritage assets
are designated as SSSIs.

Guy Salkeld

Phil Abramson

Alex Sotheran
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Michaela Schauer ACIfA (9243)

Michaela began studying archaeology in
Munich and Kiel in 2010 and finished her
Master’s Degrees with focus on the transition
of the Mesolithic to the Neolithic in 2015. She
has experience of working in Germany (with
a Bavarian archaeological commercial
company in Munich since 2009), Romania
and Azerbaijan. She is also working towards
her PhD ‘Das westeuropäisch-kontinentale
Frühneolithikum unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der La-Hoguette-Gruppe’
(The western European continental early
Neolithic with special consideration of the La
Hoguette group) and is supervised by Prof Dr
Carola Metzner-Nebelsick at Ludwig
Maximilian University of Munich (LMU). In her

Damien Boden MCIfA (9340)

My career in archaeology  began in 1981
when I was given the opportunity to work as
a volunteer on the Baulksbury excavations
near Andover, Hampshire, with the old
Central Excavation Unit. I settled in
Winchester where I completed a year’s
fieldwork experience and training on a
Manpower Services Commission (MSC)-
funded excavation in the city. I was employed
by Winchester City Council Museums Service
as a Site Assistant and then Supervisor.
During this time I was active with the group

ACT (Archaeologists, Communicate,
Transform), a short-lived attempt to form
some kind of union body specifically for
archaeological field staff.

Following this I worked in various places
including North Devon District Council, Essex
County Council, and as a self-employed
specialist. I now work with Canterbury
Archaeological Trust as a Project Officer. My
job is a rewarding and enjoyable one. I am
fortunate to work with fellow project officers,
senior site staff, managers and the unit
director, who, like myself, all have their roots
in fieldwork. My duties are varied and include
involvement in all stages of a project from the
initial setting-up, directing the excavations
and supervising and training staff of all
abilities, through to the processing of site
data and the preparation of texts and figures
for publication.

I was delighted to be accepted as MCIfA,
partly to be able to obtain a CSCS card but
more importantly for the recognition of my
fieldwork experience – proving it is possible
for ‘old diggers’ like myself with no academic
qualifications to be recognised for the very
important role they play in archaeology. 

Member news

PhD she will focus on pXRF analyses.
Michaela continues working with a Bavarian
commercial company and will give lectures
about pXRFA at LMU. 

Michaela has recently been appointed as
CIfA’s German Coordinator to assist with
recruitment in Germany and to support the
establishment of a new area group, ‘CIfA
Deutschland’. Before this opportunity arose
she had been interested in a professional
association as a way to improve the
archaeology sector in Germany for a number
of years, and has therefore developed a
considerable amount of background
knowledge. 

Michaela Schauer

© M. Schauer

Damian Boden © D. Boden

I have always thought that the work of the
‘diggers’ is so often overlooked, with hardly 
a mention in the finished reports. To me, the
excavation and retrieval of the initial data and
the finds – the evidence on which the results
depend – is the most important part of any
project. I was told once by a project manager
of mine that ‘anyone can dig’. Yes, anyone
can dig holes and remove vast quantities of
soil but it takes the skill, diligence, an
understanding of stratigraphy and
sometimes, in my opinion, the integrity of the
excavator to do the job properly. If the data
and records are flawed, the results, the
conclusions and, at the end of the day, the
entire story of the site, will also be incorrect.

Through CAT’s RO status with CIfA my CPD
has become an important and valued aspect
of my role within the organisation. I have
recently completed courses in CAD,
Asbestos Awareness and Confined Spaces
Training, First Aid, and the Site Supervisor
Training Scheme, all of which are employer
funded and in work time. I also have access
to both external and in-house courses on
many subjects including report writing and
Roman pottery, most of which are presented
by our own in-house specialists.
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Antony Francis MICfA (9421)

I am a Project Officer at MOLA, responsible
for running sites and writing them up. I am
also the Prospect union Chair for the national
Archaeologists Branch and for MOLA. CSCS
card changes meant I had to join our
industry’s professional body to continue
working on construction sites. Fortunately for
me, MOLA is an enlightened employer that
pays 100 per cent of CIfA joining fees and
subscriptions (I think more should do so). To
join, I compiled a list of my reports and
publications, offered five examples of my
work and persuaded three referees to vouch
for my competence. I was appointed MCIfA in
October, which has the added bonus that I
can now join Diggers’ Forum for free.

Our industry is changing and so is CIfA. The
influx of those who are more at the sharp
end of archaeological work will shift the
centre of gravity of our professional body,
and that is no bad thing. CIfA has been best
for our industry when ordinary archaeologists
have made their voices heard and I am glad
to be part of that.

Peter Spencer MICfA (6388)

Peter’s recent work has focused upon the
documentation of heritage assets in southern
Iraq with the University of Manchester and 
as a Project Officer for Headland
Archaeology in the UK. During his career in
archaeology he has maintained a strong
emphasis on the vital role that fieldwork
continues to play within modern archaeology
while exploring the application and benefits
of new technologies. His work comprises the
development and resourcing of
archaeological projects, ranging from initial
advice and assessment to field investigation,
post-excavation analysis, and publication.

Peter joined CIfA in 2008 and the
organisation has always played an integral
role in his career. The Standards and
guidance have provided a clear baseline for
the development of one of the world’s
leading heritage industries, while the work of
Special Interest Groups, such as the Digger’s
Forum, have ensured the practical concerns
of field staff have remained a central focus of
debate and development. Professional
accreditation means ensuring that the
experience and skills of archaeologists are
recognised both within the profession and

wider private and public sectors, while the
implementation of pay minima and in-house
training schemes for Registered
Organisations have begun to address staff
concerns regarding professional
development.

For Peter, attainment of MCIfA has raised his
professional competency while providing an
objective viewpoint, giving him the skills and
confidence to approach new challenges and
opportunities as they arise.

Antony Francis
© A. Francis

Peter Spencer © P. Spencer
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Obituary: John Brown PCIfA (5353) 
(1939–2017) 

Amanda Clarke

John Brown, field archaeologist, died on 12
April 2017 following illness. John’s legacy lies
not just in his contribution to three sites –
Butser Iron Age farm, West Liss Roman Villa
and Silchester Roman Town – but also in the
personal support, guidance and motivation
he gave to generations of archaeologists,
mainly through his long-time involvement with
the Silchester Field School, the University of
Reading’s training excavation. 

In 1998, John joined the Silchester Town Life
project, where he made himself
indispensable, not just as a competent
excavator, but also as site ‘handyman’. His
biggest contribution was to the student
experience, where he mentored small groups
and taught them the nuts and bolts of
supportive excavation. 

John excelled at construction (flotation tanks,
replica pottery kilns, Neolithic houses),
putting things back together, rebuilding tents
after Hampshire hurricanes, holding
conversations late into the night, etc. He took
fashion cues from no one. His signature
everyday look was all his: a checked shirt or

a T-shirt with a pithy saying, worn with
trousers which were more pocket than
material, topped off by a high-visibility jacket.
His tent was a firm fixture, as was our belief
that he had an extensive wine cellar
hollowed out beneath it!

Early retirement gave John the opportunity to
indulge his passion for archaeology at West
Liss. His vision was for a project that
engaged and inspired the whole community,
and under John’s leadership a successful
Heritage Lottery bid was made and Liss
Archaeology was formed. This led to four
seasons of community excavation, followed
by subsequent smaller projects. He retired as
Archaeological Director in 2010, but
continued to be the driving force behind
many community-led enterprises.

Once met, never forgotten, John held strong
views, certainly, but he cared very much for
every project he was involved with. He
amassed a following of all ages during his
archaeology life, and the outpouring on
Facebook after his death is testament to this.
As one student said, ‘He always had time for
anyone who needed help – the world is a
duller place without him’. A true renaissance
man, John’s practical skills were only one
facet of a wonderfully richly skilled person –
and we miss him.

Obituaries

Obituary: Phil Clarke MCIfA (1450) 
(1953–2017)

Paul Gilman MCIfA (6653)

Phil graduated in Archaeology and Religious
Studies from Lancaster University in 1977, and
subsequently joined Essex County Council’s
Archaeology section. He was appointed
Principal Archaeologist of the newly formed
Field Archaeology Unit in 1992. Following the
introduction of PPG16 in 1990, Phil steered
the Unit as it adapted to the new regime of
contract archaeology. Above all, he was an
excellent field archaeologist and he directed
a number of significant projects. He was also
heavily involved in securing English Heritage
funding for the major excavations of the
Romano-British ‘small town’ at Elms Farm,
near Maldon. 

Phil loved field walking, and especially the
discovery of prehistoric flints. He also had a
great passion for encouraging greater public
participation in field archaeology. After
leaving Essex County Council in 2003, he
moved to Dorset, where he was able to
develop his ideas further through a self-
funded doctoral research project based

John Brown 

© Kevin Standage
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Obituary: Barry Horne ACIfA (1010) 
(24 November 1949–1 July 2017)

Bernard Jones

Barry John Horne died peacefully after a 
long illness on 1 July 2017 at the age of 67.

Those who knew him personally will
remember his struggle with the effects of
having contracted polio when he was just
seven years old. Despite his physical
disabilities, he led a very full life and devoted
much of his spare time to archaeology, which
was his passion.

He was one of those amateur 
archaeologists who left a mark through the
organisations he belonged to, the offices he
held, and most importantly his fieldwork and
publications. He played a central role in
several groups and societies in Bedfordshire
and beyond over many years, including the
Manshead Archaeological Society of
Dunstable, the Dunstable Local History
Society, and the Leighton Buzzard and
District Archaeological and Historical Society,
which he chaired for its first five years from
2006.

Barry was an Associate member of CIfA,
joining in 1991. Barry joined the CBA South
Midlands (then CBA Group 9) committee in
1978, typesetting the South Midlands
Archaeology journal since 1989 and editing 
it since 1995, only standing down last year
due to ill health.

His interests extended beyond archaeology
and included meteorology and astronomy;
despite his disabilities Barry travelled the
world to witness eclipses of the sun. Before
his early retirement due to ill health he
worked for the Open University, where he
became an expert in computer 
programming.

Barry’s strong personality enabled him to live
a very full and, within the constraints of his
disabilities, a very active life. He will be
greatly missed.

around large-scale survey. In 2006 Phil set
up Arrowhead Archaeology, offering
consultancy and field archaeology services.
He was elected a Fellow of the Society of
Antiquaries of London in 2009. 

Most recently Phil worked extensively on
behalf of Dorchester Town Council, writing
management plans and obtaining Scheduled
Monument Consent through Historic England
for Maumbury Rings, The Walks and Borough
Gardens in Dorchester. Phil was great
company and he loved to discuss
archaeology and his many other interests,
including travel, religion and spirituality, and
the writings of C S Lewis. He is much missed
by his wife Theresa, his three children
Francesca, Benedict and Harriette, and by 
his many friends.

Obit  

Barry Horne © Bernard Jones

Charles Philip

Clarke (Phil) 

© Theresa Clarke
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NOTICEBOARD
CIfA2018 – Pulling together: collaboration, synthesis, innovation

25–27 April 2018

Sponsored by Towergate Insurance

Hosted at the Brighton Racecourse, our 2018 annual conference event 
will be packed with sessions, training and networking opportunities.

Preparations are well underway, and our usual three-day conference programme 
includes papers, seminars and activities that aim to both challenge and illuminate, 
as well as showcasing how archaeologists can – or could – ‘pull together’ to develop
archaeology as a forward-looking and dynamic profession. Topics will cover how 
innovation, collaboration and lessons learnt from current large infrastructure projects 
can help to develop industry standards, how working with local communities can 
help us record and protect the historic environment, and how focusing on early-career
researchers will help develop the future workforce for our organisations.

There will also be a wide range of CPD workshops – developing a new standard for ‘grey literature’ reports, discussing
occupational health and action plans to tackle issues, and testing a new toolkit for selection and retention for archaeological
archives. And we’ll be hosting the first ethics tournament where teams will debate solutions to ethical dilemmas that
archaeologists face in practice.

Social events will include a wine reception and dinner at the sea-front restaurant Alfresco, a buffet at The Brunswick, and
Hippocampus (aka John Schofield) will be back to DJ the disco.

You can find all the latest updates, news and a full timetable of sessions on our conference website:
http://www.archaeologists.net/conference/2018

If you have any questions or comments, please get in 
touch with us at conference@archaeologists.net

Special offers
To help Registered Organisations support staff to attend 
the conference we are offering a 10 per cent discount on the 
registration fee. Please contact us if you haven’t received your 
discount code.

Yearbook amendments

Individuals

NEWSOME Miss Sarah BSc MA MCIfA (5068) 2006/2011 
Historic England (East of England Office), 
Brooklands, 24 Brooklands Avenue, 
Cambridge, CB2 8BU Tel 01223 582771 
Email sarah.newsome@historicengland.org.uk

Book now!

You can book online via the conference website 

http://www.archaeologists.net/conference/2018



Oxford Radiocarbon 
Accelerator Unit 

http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk  

ORAU is dedicated to providing high quality  
radiocarbon dating services for UK archaeologists: 
 

Advice on sampling strategy 

Sample-specific chemical pre-treatment 

Isotope and elemental analysis  
 ( 13C, 15N, CN) 

Precision AMS measurement 

Prompt reporting 

Comprehensive quality assurance 

Interpretation, calibration and modelling 
 

Also visit our website for the OxCal calibration  
software and our online searchable database of  
published radiocarbon dates. 

Contact details: 

  Director       Prof Christopher Ramsey 
  Deputy Director Prof Thomas Higham 
  Administrator Emma Henderson 

  Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit 
  Research Laboratory for Archaeology 
  Dyson Perrins Building 
  South Parks Road 
  Oxford OX1 3QY UK 

  Tel   01865 285229 
  Fax   01865 285220 
  Email  orau@rlaha.ox.ac.uk 
  Website  http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk  

Please see our website for more information including  
current prices and turnaround times  FS-53284 

 

Substrata 
 

Archaeological Geophysical Surveyors 

Geophysical surveys for development  

planning and heritage management

Please contact us for information, a quotation or advice 

Langstrath, Goodleigh, Barnstaple, Devon EX32 7LZ

Telephone: 01271 342721

Mobile: 07788 627822 

Email: geophysics@substrata.co.uk

Web: substrata.co.uk 

Find us on our website and on



   

CALL FOR PAPERS 
▪ Liverpool ▪ Conservation and communities 

▪ Trent Valley ▪ Cultural heritage ▪ Ecuador ▪ Archives 

▪ Turkey ▪ Urban conservation ▪ Lincolnshire 

▪ World heritage ▪ Austria ▪ Indigenous interest 

▪ Severn – Wye Valley ▪ Authenticity ▪ Sweden 

▪ Energy conservation ▪ London ▪ Palaeochannels 

▪ Spain ▪ Salterns ▪ Romania ▪ Setting 

Whatever your heritage field, wherever your 

archaeological practice, there is an interface 

between policy and practice.

If you have an essay or case study, article 

or survey, book review or key assessment 

with implications for policy, the HISTORIC 

ENVIRONMENT POLICY AND PRACTICE  

is for you.

Published by CIfA in conjunction with Taylor and Francis 

this is an important forum for professional practice.

CONTACT THE EDITOR: Dr Mike Dawson 

T: 01536 790447  E: Mike.Dawson@cgms.co.uk


